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Elegant and ergonomic, with intuitive operation 

The flexible central control unit is the 

basis of this pioneering fire detection 

technology. 

Solutions for fire protection are as indi-

vidual as the buildings they’re planned 

for. With FlexES Control by ESSER,  

fire detection systems can be tailored 

precisely to user requirements. 

The functions of the control unit are 

based on six different plug-and-play 

modules which are fast and easy to 

install, replace or expand. This modular 

concept means you get a full range of 

functions without a lot of costly hardware. 

Its intelligent hardware architecture 

reduces inventory expenses, optimizes 

the availability of spare parts and lowers 

maintenance costs. FlexES Control  

offers different types of housings for  

every stage of expansion, from econo-

mical solutions for small premises to 

large extensions of the system with up  

to 18 modules.

The new standard for industrial use: 

19”

The wide range of conditions that may 

prevail at large industrial facilities 

frequently call for special fire protection 

monitoring solutions. 

FlexES Control responds to these 

challenges with a flexible upright cabinet 

design with sliding trays for use in 

complex industrial facilities. This design 

follows tried-and-true industrial practice 

for installation. The configuration and 

arrangement of connections can  

be varied depending on the facility’s 

requirements. Trays in the 800 mm deep 

upright cabinet can be varied in place-

ment to accommodate medium to larger 

size buildings.

A big solution in the smallest space

The FlexES central control unit hous-

ing comes in various sizes and modern 

designs. This gives you the option of 

keeping to a minimum of space or enjoy-

ing the most room for wiring. System 

expansions are supported with a number 

of housing and extension designs to 

operate from two to 18 modules.

FlexES Control:  
options unlimited

What’s in it for you:

Ò  Connection design optimized to reduce wiring

Ò  Various housing designs, so you can economize on space or enjoy  

the greatest ease of wiring as well as 19” upright cabinet designs with 

sliding trays

Ò  Modular, cascadable power supply design with increased availability

Ò  Integrated redundancy principle in design, adapted to your requirements 

and including redundant controllers when needed

Ò  Intuitive, easy-to-use operating display panel with action-based  

background lighting and an operating menu adapted to the premises

Ò  Remote touchscreen display and operating panel in night design

Ò  Extended group offset for up to 18 items 

Ò  Calculator for offline project planning


